DYNAMIC EARTH TRAVEL TRUNK

Model dinosaurs (12)
T-Rex tooth cast
Petrified wood
Fern fossils in rock
Rocks and minerals assortment
Mt. St. Helens Ash (1980)
Metamorphic rock set
Igneous rock set
Sedimentary rock set
Fossil collection mount
Soil sample set
Volcanic items kit
Large weather cards (11)

Books
  • *Dig Into Rocks, Minerals and Crystals*
  • *Dig Into Fossils*
  • *Peterson First Guides: Rocks and Minerals*
  • *Ten Little Dinosaurs*
  • *Volcano! The Phot Story of Mt. St. Helens*
  • *Exploring the Earth with John Wesley Powell*
  • Recycles (Soil and Water Cycle)
  • *Funk and Wagnalls World of Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Animals*
  • *Diggin Up Dinosaurs*
  • *Caves and Caverns: An Activity Book* (reproducibles)

Games/Puzzles
  • X-ray Triceratops model
  • Dinosaur Quiz and Other Prehistoric Animals: An Educational Card Game

DVDs
  • *Eyewitness DVD: Weather*
  • *Eyewitness DVD: Volcano*
  • *Eyewitness DVD: Rock and Mineral*
  • *Prehistoric Plant: The Complete Dino Dynasty*